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Twin Cities AAPI Community Meeting 

Wednesday, June 16
th

, 2010 

Caroline’s House- St. Paul, MN 

 

Present: Claudia, Stevie, Janet, Sishir, Margie, Karen, Brian, Alina, Laura, Linda, Lee-Hoon, Julie, Sarah, Caroline, 

Jasmine, & Julayne 

Regrets: Sia, Bao, Juliana 

Facilitator volunteers for this mtg: Alina, Brian, Laura, Margie 

Note-taker volunteer: Margie 

 

Community Guidelines (aka Ground Rules) that the group agreed to use for this meeting and future meetings: 

• Be open and honest 

• Participate fully (at your own comfort level) 

• Speak from personal experiences: Use “I” 

statements to share thoughts and feelings 

• Listen respectfully 

• Share air time: encourage others to 

participate 

• Be fully present and engaged 

• Be open to new and different perspectives 

• Take risks: lean into discomfort 

• Respect and maintain confidentiality (NOTE: 

Agreed to not share personal information 

and when talking to others in encouraging to 

be a part of this group, not using names or 

asking permission if you’re not sure) 

• Ask questions and don’t make assumptions 

• Notice and name group dynamics in the 

moment  

• Name if you feel triggered (sharing when you 

feel strong emotions) 

• Trust that through dialogue, we will reach 

deeper levels of understanding and 

acceptance 

• Have fun and laugh 

• Even in jest, don’t put anyone down 

 

History of PAVE (Pan-Asian Voices for Equality) 

Updated Corrections by Karen Lucus 6/20: 

Some minor clarifications re the "History of PAAVE (not PAVE). Pan-Asian American Voices for Equality" 

While the 1992 conference was organized by the Asian American Renaissance (aka AAR),  the 1996 conference was 

not. It was put on by Hamline University through Professor Rita Nakashima Brock and Asian Pacific American community 

members who participated in the planning. The AAR was primarily focused on supporting Asian American art and artists 

while PAAVE's focus was community networking, issues and activism. Thus a lot of the non-artist community members 

who had been galvanized by the AAR splintered off and to pursue dialogue and actions that could not be done in the 

context of an arts organization. 

 

Original notes from 6/18 

Because this group is somewhat initiated by PAVE, we heard more about how PAVE got started and what they worked on 

from Karen Lucas. Karen talked about a number of events that triggered the group including in the 1980s SE Asian flux to 

MN and the 1992 National Asian American Renaissance Conference.  PAVE came out of the Asian American Renaissance 

group that galvanized around the arts.  There were potlucks in peoples’ houses and brought awareness to artists in the 

community.  Non-artists started attending the mtgs because of the shared AAPI identity.  In 1996 the Asian American 

Renaissance had its 2
nd

 conference called “Unpacking Our Bags” and it was art and community focused. The group ended 

up splitting off because of different interests and PAVE started.  PAVE responded to a number of incidences in the Twin 

Cities including for example, the 1998 AAPI bashing on KQRS that led to the radio apologizing, companies pulling ads 

away from them and having the radio ultimately change their policies.  PAVE also did protest against Miss Saigon, 
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conducted political caucus training and rallied around Duy Ngo’s case. Many of the original members/ founders of PAVE 

are in our group and want something like PAVE to still exist so wanted to get young people involved to carry a similar 

group along.   

 

What Brings You Here exercise 

Everyone was asked to spend about 15 mins writing/drawing on a piece of paper on what brought them to where 

they’re at now. Some people wrote poetry, life map of events, thoughts about their values and what they’re hoping for 

from this group.  We did a silent gallery walk and read everyones’ pictures.  The group then spit into groups of three to 

reflect on what they read and to get to know individuals better.  

 

Small Group Breakouts 

The group split up into three groups based on themes that came out of the last meeting in May around 1) Community 

Building, 2) Political Activism, 3) AAPI Identity.  These conversations took place in order to hear everyone’s ideas and 

flush out the vision of our group more.  Because of time constraints we were not able to report back to the large group 

but I got the notes from Alina’s group and can add them from my group here to review (Brian will send out his groups’ 

notes shortly). There was interest in coming back to these conversations so everyone can participate in all three topics 

and have the space to provide comments and feedback.  Look at the bottom of this doc for the small group discussion 

notes since they’re long.  

 

Closing 

Folks were able to give updates on events and other work being done.  We then asked everyone to write on small pieces 

of paper what they hoped to do at the next meeting. These were collected by Linda who’ll be typing these up to give to 

the next volunteer facilitators for the next meeting.   

 

Upcoming event announcements: 

1. Gene Yang, author of American Born Chinese is doing a book reading tonight (Fri, 6/18) at 7pm at the Loft 

Literary Center http://www.loft.org/   

2. Tomorrow (Sat 6/9) is AK Connection’s film showing of Deann Borshay Liem’s film “In the Matter of Cha Jung 

Hee” at Macalester College, John B. Davis Lecture Hall (located inside the Ruth Stricker Dayton Campus Center) 

from 3-5pm. It’s $8/adult and $6/students & seniors. It’s received rave reviews. Read more about it here 

http://www.mufilms.org/films/matter-of-cha-jung-hee/ .  

3. Stevie, Linda and myself (Margie) are going to the US Social Forum in Detroit next week!  We’ll be participating 

in the API and Twin Cities workshops, caucuses, People’s Movement Assemblies, and evening gatherings. Please 

send us any connections to orgs or specific orgs that you know are going and think we should connect with by 

next Tues, 6/22.  We’ll be keeping this collective in mind as we talk to others fighting for social change. Here’s 

the blog you can follow of AAPIs going to the USSF http://ussf2010apia.wordpress.com/ . And here’s the general 

USSF website to learn more http://organize.ussf2010.org/ . 

4. Stevie announced a new book he collaborated with others on. It’s called, “Uses of a Whirlwind: Movement, 

Movements, and Contemporary Radical Currents in the United States!” An book event for the book will take 

place Saturday, July 3rd, 3pm @ Mayday Books - 301 Cedar Ave. Minneapolis / St. Paul, MN. For info about the 

book here http://www.whirlwinds.info/ or email Stevie steviepq@gmail.com. 

 

***Next meeting date, location and volunteer facilitators still need to be confirmed.  

-------------------------------- 

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION NOTES 
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AAPI Identity group notes:  There is interest in discussing the concept of race, understanding a pan-AAPI identity as a 

racial identity and not ethnicity or culture. One person felt that while a person could "take off" ethnicity or culture, one 

cannot "can't put on or take off" a racial identity. She also talked about racial identity as including how others see you. 

She is interested in identity exploration and development, looking at the stages a person goes through in owning or 

claiming an AAPI identity, as well as how some individuals do not identify as Asian American.  

• We talked about who uses "Asian American" as an identity and why, and the conflation of race and ethnicity. How 

and why do some people deny or ignore talking about racial and ethnic identities (in general, not just AAPI's) and 

why is race not even talked about in some communities with a large AAPI population? 

• What is this idea about being "post race" and is it accurate? How does it impact or inform younger generations 

conceptualizations of race and their identities? 

• What is the tension between racial and ethnic identities? How do people identify with one or the other, or hold 

both simultaneously? What conflicts or tensions exist between ethnic/cultural communities such that a pan-AAPI 

identity is not claimed? 

• How do people take (and show) pride in their racial identities? In their ethnic/cultural identities? 

Is there a pan-AAPI identity? Who identifies? What are intersections with ethnic, cultural, religious, or other social 

identities? 

• What are recent immigrants' experiences and conversations around racial identities? 

• What are differences and similarities between generations' experiences and conceptualizations of racial, ethnic, 

and cultural identities? How do immigration histories, birthplace, class, geography, political movements, personal 

and social histories inform people's identities?  

• What are the experiences of mixed race AAPI's? 

 

Political Activism group notes:  We went around and talked about what we thought about when we heard “political 

activism” and what it could mean for this TC AAPI group.  

• We should take the term broadly and not just mean government. It’s speaking out against wrong, taking a stand 

• Recognize there’s a lot of ways to be active 

• There’s a lot of imagery that comes to mind when hearing the word “activism”  

• Political action can be as “mundane” as helping folks have food, supporting them through loss/trauma. 

• Being political can be the everyday actions that are not sexy but that gives people power 

• It’s acting out of a devotion to justice 

• The context now is the economic downturn, there are many people in our community who’ve lost their jobs 

• See keeping up with what’s current like immigration or Asian-bashing and being about to educate ourselves about 

these issues (both domestic & international in scope & including Asian adoptee issues that aren’t addressed in 

Pan-Asian conversations) 

• Not interested in party politics- we have to participate but this doesn’t have to be all this group does. There’s 

recognition that there does need to be change in the MN political process to be more inclusive. There are not 

many people of color involved. We could educate ourselves on how they do things so we know where to insert 

ourselves. 

• We should be ok with saying we don’t agree 

• It’s about practicing the world we want to have 

• Want our group to have legitimacy- others to take notice of us at certain events or is certain issues come up or at 

different protests 

• See our group role as being able to say out loud that we believe oppression exists, that there are groups of people 

that are oppressed and being able to come from this worldview and our actions working towards changing what 

we see wrong in the world, country and our own communities 
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Community Building group notes: forthcoming from Brian 

brief notes from the community subgroup. 

What is community? 

• safe space 

• support 

• affirmation 

• recognition 

• like-minded people 

• open minded people 

• complicated 

• embodied 

• like-family

 

Why is community important? 

• We can't survive being isolated 

• Need care and support from others 

• need to be cared about 

• need people who understand our struggles 

 

Misc. Notes 

• Our community exists in a larger society/community and it is okay to identify as such 

• It's important not to rank oppressions 

• don't need to create our own issues 

 

Things that strengthen our community 

• arts 

• common goals 

• giving people new to the Twin Cities a "go-to" place 

• Process that provide people a place to have a safe and open environment for discussion 

 

Goals and Values 

• Mentoring from one generation to another 

• contributing to the younger generation and children 

 

#End of notes# 


